
 

 

FASC Newsletter 

January 2019 

Greetings to all and hope that 2019 will be a good year for all the FASC Societies and Members. This 

year has been designated as the International Year of the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements 

(IYPT 2019). No doubt there will be a host of events taking place throughout Africa to celebrate IYPT 

2019. Let me know of any of these events and I will advertise them in the Newsletter. Obituaries of 

two chemist who played key roles in the development of Chemistry in Africa are given in the 

Newsletter. 

Neil Coville 
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South Africa 

i) SACI Convention report 

 IUPAC news 

i) International Younger Chemists Network (IYCN) 

ii) Periodic Table of Younger Chemists Awards – no news 

 African Journal of Chemical Education (AJCE)  

 African Journals of Chemistry 

 Africa Conference on Research in Chemical Education (ACRICE-4 2019) 

 PACN news 

i) ‘GCMS Training: A Hands On Approach’, various locations in Africa 

 ACS news 

 RSC news 

Conferences 



(Detailed information and adverts follow the listing, if available) 

 Botswana Chemical Society (BCS), SEANAC and FASC conferences, Gaborone, Botswana 

 26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education , Cape Town, SA 

 Frank Warren Conference 2019, Drakensberg, SA 

 AMRS2019 The 10th International Conference of the African Materials Research Society 

(AMRS2019) Arusha, Tanzania  

 IUPAC FOR AFRICA, Postgraduate Summer School on Green Chemistry, Dar es Salaam, 

Tanzania. 

 The 18th Asian Chemical Congress and the 20th General Assembly of the Federation of Asian 

Chemical Societies, Taipei, Taiwan  

 ACRICE-4 2019, Lagos, Nigeria 

 

Information for the newsletter 

Please send all information to either Beth (admin@faschem.org) or to me 

(neil.coville@wits.ac.za ) 

Beth will place all newsletters on the FASC website. She will be responsible for sending out 

the newsletter every month. 

Advertising in the FASC newsletter 

The newsletter will provide a means of getting messages to our member countries. This 

newsletter thus provides a means of advertising employment opportunities, conferences and 

workshops, and even for companies/Universities to promote themselves. We encourage 

member countries to use the Newsletter for advertising purposes. All conferences and events 

will be advertised for free; if not a FASC country, related event there could be a small charge. 

For advertising costs, contact Beth in the FASC office 

FASC member countries 

We are currently attempting to upgrade our country membership list. There is a small charge 

associated with membership. Please contact the treasurer, Prof Yonas Chebude for information 

(yonasc@faschem.org ; yonasdb1@yahoo.com) 

FASC 2019 

The dates and venue for the upcoming FASC 2019 evet have now been finalised 

 The Botswana Chemical Society (BCS) will host their first Chemistry conference 

from September 25-27, 2019.  

 This will take place in Gaborone, Botswana 

 The conference will be hosted by the University of Botswana in their brand new 

conference centre that has an auditorium for plenary lectures and rooms for parallel 

sessions. 

 A three day SEANAC conference will be held concurrently with the BCS meeting 

 The last day of the event will be dedicated to FASC activities. 

 

The first flyer is currently being prepared. Please diarize the dates 

mailto:admin@faschem.org
mailto:neil.coville@wits.ac.za
mailto:yonasc@faschem.org
mailto:yonasdb1@yahoo.com


Obituary: Prof Egid Mubofu   

 

Prof Mubofu played a key role in FASC as a member; he initiated the process to get the 

Tanzanian Chemical Society to host FASC 2017 In Arusha. 

 

EDUCATION, Science and Technology Minister, Prof Joyce Ndalichako, yesterday led 

hundreds of mourners, including senior government officials, to pay final respects to Vice-

Chancellor of the University of Dodoma (U DOM) Prof Egid Mubofu at Chimwaga Hall. 

 

The University's hall was packed to capacity as tearful U DOM students, staff and residents 

of Dodoma thronged to pay tribute to the late Prof Mubofu who died in Pretoria, South Africa 

last Tuesday where he was taken for treatment. He was 55. "The nation has lost a diligent 

public servant who loved his country. 

He used most of his time to address challenges facing the institution and staff," said Prof 

Ndalichako. The minister noted that within a short time since he was appointed Vice-

Chancellor, Prof Mubofu had improved relations between U DOM and foreign universities 

and international institutions. 

"Even when health complications started, he had just arrived from Japan where he held talks 

with Tokushukai Medical Group on the possibility of providing UDOM with mobile clinics 

to enable the institution's hospital offer health services to people in remote rural areas," she 

said. 

 

UDOM Chancellor and retired President Benjamin Mkapa, described Prof Mubofu as a very 

humble person with audacity to make decisions. 

He said he made the decision to appoint him to the post of UDOM Vice-Chancellor based on 

his outstanding achievements in the academic arena, a good image in the society and at work, 

saying when a special team presented to him ten names of scholars for the post, he chose Prof 

Mubofu. 

 

He directed U DOM to print out more copies of Prof Mubofu's last speech, which was 

delivered on his behalf by Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic, Research and Consultation) 

Prof Peter Msoffe, in order to be distributed to staff. 

Mr Mkapa explained that Prof Mubofu's last speech, which was delivered on his behalf by 

Prof Msoffe during this year's graduation after Prof Mubofu's health complications started, 

demonstrated his vision and expectations towards U DOM. 

U DOM Academic Staff Association (U DOMASA) representative Cosmas Mahenge, said 

Prof Mubofu played an instrumental role in uniting the staff and management of U DOM. 

 

Survived by a wife and three children, Prof Mubofu will be laid to rest at his home village 

Tanangozi, in Iringa Region, today. 

 

By Ludovick Kazoka in Dodoma 
 

Tanzania 

Obituary: Prof Paul O’Brien 

Professor Paul O’Brien had a long association with chemists in Africa, particularly with the 

University of Zululand.  He will be sadly missed.  He was awarded an Honorary Doctorate 



from the University of Zululand.  

 

Below is a link to an audio clip for his thanksgiving service held on 6 November 2018 in 

Manchester: 

http://wilmslowmethodists.org.uk/prof-paul-obrien/ 

Below is a link to another obituary highlighting his work in Africa: 

http://www.staffnet.manchester.ac.uk/news/display/?id=20859&fbclid=IwAR1v7xaZvIe

zskj00lLla5AU6eHYB48RgoI68IyRmGqKO8EnNjqXqm2oTpY 

 

Materials chemist who perfected nanoscientific techniques and enabled important 

advances in electronics 

 

                                                                                                               

                          

 

Paul O’Brien used chemical synthesis to create tiny semiconductor particles called quantum 

dots. Photograph: Royal Society. In 1995 the leading British materials chemist Paul O’Brien, 

who has died aged 64 after suffering from brain cancer, began to use chemical synthesis to 

make quantum dots, which are tiny semiconductor particles, only nanometres across, that can 

be made to emit light of varying colours according to their size. Up to that point quantum 

dots had been difficult to produce, requiring the use of hazardous metal alkyl precursors at 

high temperatures. O’Brien’s new method not only allowed them to be mass-produced; it also 

required much less energy and generated fewer harmful byproducts. 

 

As a consequence, quantum dots are now ubiquitous in modern electronics and are used in 

any number of applications, from lighting and visual display units to solar energy capture and 

bio-markers, which help doctors to detect disease in the human body. 

 

O’Brien’s work on this branch of nanoscience, dealing with materials that are typically 

thousands of times smaller than the width of a human hair, was revealed to the world in a 

1996 paper in the journal Advanced Materials, and was a key discovery in its field. 

Thereafter he concentrated on the real-world impact of his work, producing a number of 

patents based on the process and, in 2001, establishing a company, Nanoco Technologies, 

which supplies quantum dots to global businesses such as Dow, Wah Hong Co and Merck. 

 

Born in Collyhurst, Oldham, Paul was the son of Thomas, an engineer at the electrical 

engineering firm Ferranti, and Maureen (nee Graham), a clerk at a raincoat factory. From 

Cardinal Langley grammar school in Middleton he went to the University of Liverpool, 

where he gained a degree in chemistry, and to University College Cardiff for his PhD studies 

on the binding of metals to amino acids. 

 

http://wilmslowmethodists.org.uk/prof-paul-obrien/
http://www.staffnet.manchester.ac.uk/news/display/?id=20859&fbclid=IwAR1v7xaZvIezskj00lLla5AU6eHYB48RgoI68IyRmGqKO8EnNjqXqm2oTpY
http://www.staffnet.manchester.ac.uk/news/display/?id=20859&fbclid=IwAR1v7xaZvIezskj00lLla5AU6eHYB48RgoI68IyRmGqKO8EnNjqXqm2oTpY
http://www.nanocotechnologies.com/


In 1978 he became a lecturer at Chelsea College of Science and Technology in London, and 

six years later moved to Queen Mary College, London (now Queen Mary University of 

London), where he spent 11 years, latterly as a professor, developing the materials chemistry 

activity for which he is celebrated. His insights at the time, he always stressed, were highly 

influenced by discussions with a colleague at Queen Mary, Donald Bradley, who was using a 

similar approach to making other inorganic materials. 

 

In 1995 he became professor of materials science at Imperial College London, and in 1999 

moved to the University of Manchester to a joint professorship between Victoria University 

of Manchester school of chemistry and the Materials Science Centre jointly run by Victoria 

University of Manchester and Umist. During this time he also acted as associate dean for 

research and, from 2002, head of the department of chemistry, playing a key role in bringing 

together departments during the merger of Victoria University of Manchester with Umist. 

 

He was head of the school of chemistry that resulted from the merger, and then head of the 

school of materials (2011-15). His common sense and immense patience proved invaluable in 

breaking down barriers between groups that had, until the merger, been in competing 

institutions. 

 

O’Brien retired in July 2018 after his diagnosis, and approached his illness with his usual 

scientific curiosity and optimism, drafting and editing papers from his hospital bed, which he 

turned into an impromptu office. He published more than 700 scientific papers across his 

career and helped more than 100 young researchers obtain PhDs under his watchful eye, 

many of them scientists from developing countries. 

 

He was passionate about science in Africa, and his advocacy and leadership in that sphere led 

to the procurement of significant amounts of funding from the Royal Society and the UK 

government for new materials for solar energy capture in three African countries. Elected a 

fellow of the Royal Society in 2013 and a fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering in 

2016, he was appointed CBE in 2016. 

 

A wonderful raconteur who was generous with his time and energy – and who amused 

everyone with his unique emailing style, which varied from minimalist to poetic – he 

somehow found time outside his scientific work for many other interests, including reading, 

hill-walking and camping, theatre and football. 

 

He is survived by his wife, Kym (nee Evans), whom he met while studying in Cardiff and 

married in 1979. Paul O’Brien, scientist, born 22 January 1954; died 16 October 2018 

 

Article reprinted from The Guardian 

David Lewis 

 

Member Country Society News 

1) South Africa 

i) SACI Convention -report 

The long awaited conference has come and gone, only memories to cherish forever remain. 

The Organisers of the 43rd SACI National Convention wish to thank each and every one who 

attended or contributed in one way or another to the success of the conference. We really 



appreciate the time taken out of your busy December holiday schedule to present, adjudicate, 

assist and act as Chair of sessions, some at short notice. It was indeed a pleasure working with 

you all. 

 

The conference had a total of 324 delegates over a period of five days i.e. 3rd to 7th December 

2018, attracted no less fifteen nationalities, among these where delegates from Canada, United 

States, United Kingdom, Germany, Russia, South Africa, Lesotho, Botswana, Zimbabwe, 

Iswatini, Kenya, Tanzania, Nigeria, Ghana, Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, Malawi, 

and many more. A total of 174 delegates registered as students. Even more pleasing was the 

fact that women constituted more than 56% of the total delegates. More than 100 talks and 144 

poster presentations were delivered. We will be failing in our duty not to appreciate the 

presence and thought provoking presentations by our plenary, keynote, SACI award winners 

and invited speakers from all fields of chemistry. 

 

A special thanks goes to our host institutions; Universities of Venda, Limpopo, Sefako 

Makgatho and Tshwane University of Technology, Council for Scientific and Industrial 

Research, Nuclear Energy Corporation of South Africa, not forgetting City of Tshwane for 

transportation for their generous support and contributions. In the same vain, we wish to thank 

all our sponsors;  Department of Science and Technology, National Research Foundation, 

Royal Society of Chemistry, PerkinElmer South Africa, Bruker South Africa, Siemens, Prama, 

Merck group, NECSA NTP, NECSA NuMeRi, Ingaba Biotech, Separation Scientific, Hidden 

Analytical and all the exhibitors, for it was through their generous contribution that this 

conference was a success. We also wish to thank Schrödinger and Chemistry Class Advantage 

(CAS) – American Chemical Society Division for their contribution through the workshops 

offered. 

 

The LOC which was comprised of SACI North Section representatives, appreciate the 

opportunity to learn and gain experience in hosting event of this magnitude. All the comments 

(negative or positive) are welcome and appreciated. Testimony to the success of the conference, 

a group picture taken on Monday, 3rd December 2018 is attached below. More pictures from 

the conference can be accessed from the following links: 

 

IUPAC news 

i) International Younger Chemists Network (IYCN 

Contact person: Bianca Davids: bdavids13@gmail.com ; 

Website: http://iycnglobal.wixsite.com/iycn; Email: IYCN@iupac.org; 

Facebook: @IYCN.global; Twitter: @IntlYoungerChem 

ii) Periodic Table of Younger Chemists Awards 

No new young African chemists were listed by having their names associated with elements 

in the Periodic Table since the last report.  

 (from IUPAC website) 

African Journal of Chemical Education (AJCE)  

mailto:bdavids13@gmail.com
http://iycnglobal.wixsite.com/iycn
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A PDF version of the first issue of volume 8 AJCE 2018 is available. The online version is 

available at the FASC 

website:   http://www.faschem.org/sites/default/files/u1/AJCE_2018_January2.pdf   

You will find the individual articles in the AJOL website (www.ajol.net.) 

Papers on any aspect of Chemistry Education such as teaching organic, analytical, physical, 

inorganic, polymer, green, climate change/environmental chemistry, ICT in chemistry and 

chemistry curricula as well as assessment in chemistry are acceptable for publication. We 

also encourage issues on chemistry and indigenous knowledge/practice, chemical safety, 

natural products and related areas. 

 

African Journals of Chemistry 

 Journal of the Mauritanian Chemical Society (JMCS) 

Publishes research articles and conference proceedings in English or French. This is published online 

at: http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm; M A Sanhoury, JMCS Coordination Editor 

 South Africa - South African Journal of Chemistry:  

This Journal is published electronically. The webpage is:  http://www.saci.co.za/, Details of the 

journal and the editors can be seen at http://www.journals.co.za/sajchem/. The South African 

Journal of Chemistry, published by the South African Chemical Institute, has been publishing high 

quality papers, in all fields of Chemistry for over 100 years. The Journal went fully electronic in 2000 

and is freely available through open access online 

(http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/chem).  

 African Corrosion Journal (online).   

Commenced in 2015 – a peer reviewed corrosion journal. This journal may be of interest to the 

“practical” chemists amongst the SACI membership. https://view.publitas.com/icp-1/african-

corrosion-journal 

 African Journal of Chemical Education 

Enquiries and manuscripts should be addressed to the Editor-in-Chief: email eic@faschem.org, PO 

Box 2305, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. AJCE, 2016, 6(1) ISSN 2227-5835 The online version appears in 

the FASC website (www.faschem.org) and in the AJOL website (www.ajol.info).  

 South African Journal of Science 

TOC@assaf.org.za 

 Journal of the Chemical Society of Nigeria  

csnjournals@gmail.com; csnjournals@yahoo.com; editor@chemsocnigeria.org 

 Bulletin of the Chemical Society of Ethiopia            

http://www.ajol.info/index.php/bcse/index 

 South African Journal of Chemical Engineering      

A fully open access journal in 2016, all authors can publish their papers on an open access basis 

in the South African Journal of Chemical Engineering at the reduced rate of $400 (USD).     

http://www.journals.elsevier.com/south-african-journal-of-chemical-engineering/ 

 

ACRICE-4 2019 

Africa Conference on Research in Chemical Education 

Conference Dates: 22nd – 27th September 2019 (CHEMICAL SOCIETY OF NIGERIA) 

http://www.faschem.org/sites/default/files/u1/AJCE_2018_January2.pdf
http://www.ajol.net/
http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm
http://www.saci.co.za/
http://www.journals.co.za/sajchem/
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/chem
https://view.publitas.com/icp-1/african-corrosion-journal
https://view.publitas.com/icp-1/african-corrosion-journal
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Deadlines for ACRICE-4 2019 submissions 

1. Last date for submission of abstract & full papers for oral presentations – Friday, 22nd 

March, 2019 

2. Last date for submission of abstract & full papers for poster presentation:       

 Friday, 29th March, 2019 

3. Communication of status of all submitted articles to the corresponding authors shall be 

on or before the close of business on Friday, 26th April 2019 

4. The last date for the submission of all accepted and corrected full length papers for oral 

presentations with evidence of payments and conference registration  would be Friday 

17th May 2019  

5. The last date for the submission of all accepted and corrected full length papers for 

poster presentations with evidence of payments and conference registration  would be 

Friday 24th May 2019 

6. Payments to be made for accepted articles for publications in the conference book of 

proceedings after presentation at the conference is N7,500.00 only.  

7. Poster presentation session which will be held from Tuesday 24th –Thursday 26th 

September 2019 

8. Email address for submission of articles for oral presentation is 

 acrice4.csn2019oralp@chemsociety.org.ng 

9. Email address for submission of articles for poster presentation is 

 acrice4.csn2019posterp@chemsociety.org.ng 

10. Conference Dates: 22nd – 27th September 2019. 

PACN news  
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i) ‘GCMS Training: A Hands On Approach’, various 

locations in Africa 

  

Applications are open for the above training course – a Pan Africa Chemistry Network 

workshop support by GSK to enhance the capabilities of African scientists in modern 

analytical techniques.  

 The training course will cover the practical aspects of Gas Chromatography, method 

development, quantitative analysis and spectral interpretation of GC-MS. 

 These courses will take place in Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria throughout 2019. 

To find out more and apply, visit http://www.rsc.org/events/africa. There are only 15 spaces 

available per course, so don’t miss out! 

 ‘LCMS Training: A Hands On Approach’, Kenya 

 Applications are open for the above training course – a Pan Africa Chemistry Network 

workshop support by GSK to enhance the capabilities of African scientists in modern 

analytical techniques. 

 The training course will cover the practical aspects of Liquid Chromatography, method 

development, quantitative analysis and spectral interpretation of LC-MS. 

 Two courses will take place in Kenya on 1-5 July 2019 and 19-23 August 2019. To find 

out more and apply, visit http://www.rsc.org/events/africa. Application deadline is 7 March 

2019 – only 15 spaces available per course. 

Dr Aneesa Ahmed, MRPharmS 

Programme Executive, Africa 

Royal Society of Chemistry, 

Thomas Graham House, 

Science Park, Milton Road,  

Cambridge, CB4 0WF, UK 

RSC  

ACS news   

The Younger Chemists Committee (YCC) advocates for and provides resources to early-

career chemists and professionals in the chemical sciences and related fields. The YCC 

addresses specific issues facing younger chemists within the ACS and serves as a voice to the 

Society on behalf of younger chemist 

 The Younger Chemists Committee (YCC) of the American Chemical Society (ACS) 

recognizes that chemistry is a global endeavour that serves chemistry professionals across the 

globe. Successful programs and collaborations require dedicated volunteers and coordination 

amongst scientific societies to make a lasting impact on our esteemed profession.  

Dr Sadhna Mathura is a representative from Africa 

http://www.rsc.org/events/africa
http://www.rsc.org/events/africa


RSC news 

Royal Society of Chemistry Events Website 

 

Our website can be used to advertise events from across the world – not just those organised 

by the Royal Society of Chemistry, www.rsc.org/events/africa. 

So, if you need a simple website for your event, or want to reach a wider audience, then 

please submit your event to our website.  Simply click on this link and follow the 

instructions: www.rsc.org/events/submitevent  

Conferences 

 

1) 26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education Cape Town 13-17 

July 2020; https://www.icce2020.org.za/  

 
2) Frank Warren 2019 http://www.saci.co.za/FW2019/registration.html 

3) AMRS2019 The 10th International Conference of the African Materials Research 

Society (AMRS2019) will be held in Arusha, Tanzania from 11-14 December 2019. Contact: 

amrstanzania@gmail.com   

4)  IUPAC FOR AFRICA, Postgraduate Summer School on Green Chemistry, 12th - 19th 

May 2019, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. http://www.tcs-tz.org/iupac_summer_school_2019.htm  

5) The 18th Asian Chemical Congress and the 20th General Assembly of the 

Federation of Asian Chemical Societies, Taipei, Taiwan December 8-12, 2019, 

www.acc2019.tw 

 

6) ACRICE-4 2019 BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY OF NIGERIA; 22nd – 27th 

September 2019. Email address for submission of articles for oral presentation is 

acrice4.csn2019oralp@chemsociety.org.ng’\; Email address for submission of articles for 

poster presentation is acrice4.csn2019posterp@chemsociety.org.ng 

 

 

Detailed Conference information 
 

AMRS2019 

The 10th International Conference of the African Materials Research Society (AMRS2019) will 

be held in Arusha, Tanzania from 11-14 December 2019. The Tanzania AMRS2019 will draw 

participants from around the world, with an anticipated attendance of approximately 600. At 

its heart, the AMRS series of conferences allows the scientific and research communities to 

build knowledge, foster relationships and promote action for further understanding and 

collaborations in the broad fields associated with materials science and technology. The themes 

of AMRS2019 reflect both the needs of the global research community for Africa development. 

The themes of AMRS2019 reflect both the needs of the global research community such as 

energy and health, as well as the needs that are specific to Africa. 

http://www.rsc.org/events/africa
http://www.rsc.org/events/submitevent
https://www.icce2020.org.za/
http://www.saci.co.za/FW2019/registration.html
mailto:amrsbotswana@gmail.com?Subject=AMRS%20Botswana%20Website%20Enquiry
http://www.acc2019.tw/
mailto:acrice4.csn2019oralp@chemsociety.org.ng'/
mailto:acrice4.csn2019posterp@chemsociety.org.ng


AMRS2019 Conference Themes: 1. Materials for HEALTH | 2. Materials 

for SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS & CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS | 3.  Materials 

for WATER & ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION TECHNOLOGIES | 

4. Materials for NANOSCIENCE/NANOTECHNOLOGY | 5. Materials for MINING & 

MINERAL PROCESSING | 6. MATERIALS FOR AGRICULTURE/ENVIRONMENT | 

7. Materials EDUCATION/NETWORKING IN MATERIALS SCIENCE & 

ENGINEERING | 8. MATERIALS FOR ENERGY | 9. COMPUTATIONAL 

MATERIALS SCIENCE | 10. MANUFACTURING & STRUCTURAL MATERIAL 

 Contact: amrstanzania@gmail.com 

 

IUPAC for Africa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:amrsbotswana@gmail.com?Subject=AMRS%20Botswana%20Website%20Enquiry


Frank Warren Conference 

 

26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education 

 


